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The Pressure Is On
for Better Ratings
Identify Your Best Opportunities for Growth with
PD Advantage
Your GM wants results. You've got mounds of data—but no real benchmarks
to provide direction. You need atool to make sense of it all and program
smarter. For the first time ever, you can now compare your station's
performance against the best stations in America—and identify your best
opportunities for growth. And you can only do it with the Top Pe -formers
report in the new PD Advantage ® 4.0.
To find out how PD Advantage 4.0 can help you get your station
on top, call your Arbitron representative or send an e-mail to
bob.michaels@arbifron.corn or gary.marince@arbitron.com.

a., advantage
When You Know More, You Program Better

0 2002 Arbitron Inc. PD Advantages is a registered mark of Arhitron Inc.
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Three more reasons to
make the switch!

Internet Voice Tracking

Living Log

Use top talent from across
town or around the world.

No more copying log out and
into the studio. All schedule
changes are immediate.
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The average RCS support call is
answered by areal human being in 12.5
seconds.* if you have aquestion, we've
got the answer no matter what time.
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*From internal document (7/1/2001- 6/30/2002)
based on more than 27,0010 calls.

See the difference, hear the difference, get the best!
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Sound Software

Master Control is Selector„ smart.
For live- assist, automation, satellite,
Internet and remote broadcasting.

Call, click or email now:
914-428-4600
info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com/howitworks
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Wanna Be

ARock Star?
lawmakers that they were losing money and
that the only "right thing to do" was to enforce the royalties. If you don't think this can

By B. Eric Rhoads. CEO & Publisher

istory repeats itself because we
didn't pay attention to it the
first time. Is Radio about to repeat adangerous piece of history, or will we
awaken before it's too late?
Joined at the hip, the music industry
and the Radio business have always had a
fragile love/hate relationship. And now it's
about to shatter. Armed with the powerful
precedent of abig win against Internet Radio,
the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) is insisting that you Radio sta-

happen to broadcast Radio, think again.
But this movie has played once already.
Let me tell you how it ended. In the late
1940s, the music industry demanded aroyalty for every song played on the Radio. Radio
responded with the logical argument that
recording companies couldn't exist if it
weren't for all the free exposure and advertising that Radio provided for them and their
music. The battle heated up as the music labels demanded performance royalties. Radio
wisely chose to not play any current, licensed
music. Instead they played unlicensed music.

tions pay aperformance fee on top of the
heavy ASCAP/BMI/SESAC fees you're already
paying. Considering the size of current Radio
audiences and the average time spent listening, if Radio were required to pay even

Ever wonder how America was hooked on
cha-cha, rumba and Latin Club, Ricky Ricardo and Xavier Cugat music? Its popularity was driven by Radio when there was nothing else to play.
Similar demands were made in Australia
in the 1960s. In response, Australian Radio

25 percent of the current RIAA rates, there
wouldn't be aRadio station in America that
could do it.
You say, "Nah, they could never pull that
off"Yet many people — myself included —
said that about the RIAA's collecting royalties
for airplay on the Internet, and we got spanked
like apuppy. As amatter of fact, my butt is still
stinging from it. The RIAA simply convinced

chose not to play any current music for ayear.
Once the new music stopped selling, the issue
was quickly resolved.
We're about to endure the most vicious
attack that Radio has ever seen. Armed with

their recent victory requiring performance
royalties for Internet broadcasts, the RIAA's
next target is Broadcast Radio. Prepare to see
the powerful RIAA lobby whining to our lawmakers on Capitol Hill that "Radio has had a
free ride for far too long, and they should
now pay afee on every song, every time an
audience hears it." RIAA has already begun
building its case and has approached some
prominent individuals for help.
Broadcast Radio sat around and allowed
the Internet Radio war to be won by RIAA.
And now that same war has arrived in the
homeland. les awar that Radio cannot afford
to lose. But I'm not suggesting that we play
polka music.
I'm suggesting that we hire our own
performers and record our own hits.
Ever wanted to own arecord company?
Let's talk.

ai

To reach me, write: RADIO INK, B. Eric. Rhoads, CEO/Publisher,
224 Datura Street, Suite 1015, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Phone: 561-655-8778 Fax: 561-655-6164
E-mail: Ericrhoads@radioink.com
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WSB Atlanta, WI
A 25-54
M 25-54
A 35-54

10.7 Share
16.6 Share

12.2 Share
M 35-54 18.2 Share

WPTF
N4 25-54

8.0 Share
M 35-54 10.5 Share

Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank

#1
#1
#1
#1

NC

M 25-54
M 35-54

12.8 Share
14.5 Share

Rank # 1
Rank # 1

WOO Jacksonville, FL
tyt 25-54 6.6 to 9.5 Rank 2nd!
M 35-54

6.6 to 9.4

Rank 3rd!

Rank 2nd!
Rank 2nd!

Amy Bolton 800.611.5663
Paul Douglas 404.962.2078
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110 CORPORATE MANDATES... NO FORCED PROGRAMMING... JUST GREAT TALK RADIO!
1.0

KLIF Dallas
1011. Portland

-* 3.8

1.9 -> 2.1

Women 25-54
Men 25-54

NOW ON WEEKDAYS 12-3PM/PT ON KVAN !!!

WFMN Jackson
2.4 -> 5.7
WBHP Huntsville 1.4 -> 7.6

Adults 25-54
Men 25-54

600% INCREASE OVER ALL OTHER DAYPARTS!!!
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9.5 Still Best in the Market!
Charleston 3.1 -* 4.1 Men 25-54
Milwaukee G.0
9.6 Adults 25 54
THE
Watertown 2.2 -> 9.1* Adults 25 54
Nashville
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TWO HANDS FOR 'THE WAVE, BILL!
Bill O'Reilly provided thei<eynote
address at The NAB Radio Show.

NAB TRIP-ITS: NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts (I) with the 2002 National Radio
Award winner. Dick Ferguson (cf. and NAB Joint Board Chair David Kennedy.

PDA Web Access Reaches 10M
Almost 10 million web- surfing adults in the U.S. use apersonal digital assistant (PDA) or cell phone to access the Internet, according to astudy conducted
by comScore Networks. This analysis — of U.S. persons age 18+ who accessed
the Internet from aPC in the first quarter of 2002 — found that 5million also access the web with aPDA, while among the 67.2 million online users who own acell
phone, 5.8 million access the Internet with those devices. Taking into account duplication among users who use both. atotal of 9.9 million access the web via PDA.
"Although wIreless Internet usage is still in its relative infancy, these data
prove there already is asignificant mreless Web audience," observes Peter Dale,
division president of comScore Media Metrix. "
While there are more Internet users
with cell phones, amuch higher proportion of PDA owners report using those devices to go online. These usage rates warrant careful monitoring by publishers
and marketers as they evaluate wireless strategies."
Males comprise 72 percent of the Internet users who access the Internet via
acell phone or PDA, while women comprise 28 percent (3.4 million). This compares
to the total Internet population, where 48 percent (45.3 million) are male, and 52
percent (48.3 million) are women. Persons age 18-34 represent 53 percent of online users who access the Internet via cell phone or PDA, while persons 35-54 represent 42 percent, and persons 55 and older represent four percent. This compares
to the total Internet population, where 40 percent (37.6 million) are 18-34; 46 percent (42.8 million) are 35-54; and 14 percent ( 13.2 million) are 55 and older.
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Holiday Retail Expected To Rise 4%
The National Retail Federation is

Survey, conducted by BIGresearch,

forecasting 2002 holiday retail sales
to increase 4.0 percent on ayear-overyear basis, somewhat less than the
unanticipated 5.6 percent gain experienced in 2001 and close to the 4.3
percent increase in 2000.
The NRF defines " holiday retail
sales" as sales in November and December for retail stores in the OAFS category: general merchandise stores;
clothing and clothing accessories
stores; furniture and home furnishings
stores; electronics and appliance stores;
and sporting goods, hobby, book and
music stores.

consumers plan to take asensible approach to holiday shopping this year.

"Consumers this year have been
cautious in their spending, but nevertheless continue to bolster retailers'
performance," said NRF Chief Economist Rosalind Wells. "
NRF sees the
economy growing around 3.5 percent
in the second half of this year, which
should be asolid enough environment
for reasonably good holiday sales. We
anticipate that home- related merchandise and leisure goods will do well
this holiday season, and that apparel
demand should pick up, as many consumers have postponed this purchase."
Wells notes that asluggish economic
recovery is the main cause for consumers' cautious approach. " Employment is growing, but slowly, and incomes are being restrained by soft labor
markets," said Wells. " Consumer and
business confidence have wavered due
to corporate governance concerns, the
stock market has declined, threats of
terrorism persist, and the chance of
war with Iraq looms."
According to preliminary result.
the first installment of the 20:.
Holicay Consumer Intentions & Ac

The majority of consumers surveyed — 62.6 percent — said they
plan to spend the same amount on
holiday shopping in 2002 as they did
last year. Almost one third, or 29.5
percert, said they plan to spend less,
while only 7.9 percent said they plan
to spend more.
Additional data from BIGresearch's
ongoing survey and measurement of
consumer confidence suggest that lnsumers may also be starting to vi,
the economy more favorably. he consumer has been giving nrxed
said Gary Drenik, pre-'
tai iCEO
of BIGresearch. " Yet,
re also
telling us that they're
obecome more confident in ti.
near-term outlooks, in buyin b
and financing car pur,' ases."

'01N OFF! At the NAB Radio Show, BMI
or Joan Gerberding (c), president/
-tier of neMy spun-off Nassau Media
mrs. Radio Ink named her "Broadcaster
Year' and "Most Influential Wean In
for 2002." BMI's Mark Barmn (I) and
'pears presented the plaque "
on behalf
-vrites and publishers who appreciated
ldible year in the Radio industry"
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Playing the Best Music in
America just got Easier.
BMI offers your radio station
EMR - Eledronic Music Repoding,
saving you lime and money

What is EMR ?
EMR allows you to log electronically online,
eliminating the need for paper logs.
What do Ineed to report electronically ?
Radio stations must have the ability to
generate an electronic playlist.

"The best thing that ever
happened to radio."
— Rod, KAD1
"This is agreat idea !"
— Don Gosselin, WBQB-FM/WFVA-AM

How does BMI's EMR system
benefit radio stations ?
BMI's EMR is available through the
Internet 24 hours aday, seven days a
week, creating amore efficient
alternative for submitting critical
playlist information.

"The electronic logging is great. Thank
yt ufor making logging so easy."
— Ct aig Thompson, KAJN-FM

For additional information, please
contact your BMI representative at.
800-258-5813, or email us at
licensing@bmi.com

"F . moressive to be able to finally
-line! Not only do we save
er, but time and money...."
— Kandy Klutch, Z1 07.7/KSLZ

Managing ffie
Songwffier Relarionship

The Wizard of Ads

Quick Easy
Answers

Rules of thumb
don't always give
the total answer.

D

By Roy H. Williams

uring the Q & A session of arecent advertising seminar attended by acouple hundred broadcasters, Iwas asked avery disturbing question: "Which is
more important, copy or frequency?"
Smiling, Ianswered with aquestion of my own, "Which is more important, inhaling
or exhaling?" Everyone laughed. Outwardly, Ilaughed along with them, but inside Iwas

nearly 2,200 reach-and-frequency analyses
each year for more than adecade, it has come
to our attention that one can usually reach
about two-thirds of astation's weekly cume
audience with roughly a3-frequency each
week by scheduling 21 ads, plus or minus 2,
between the hours of 6a.m. and 7p.m." I
offered this tip so that reps without access to
Arbitron software might have some sort of
ballpark guideline.
Boy, was that amistake. Ilater learned that
thousands of reps were quoting me as having promised "success, wealth and eternal life"
to any business owner who scheduled at least
21 ads per week, 52 weeks per year.The schedule became known as the " 21/52 plan," and
business owners signed up by the thousands.
Nothing was ever mentioned to them about
the vital importance of good copy. Twelve
months later, many of these business owners
contacted me to ask, "What happened? Idid
what you said, and it didn't work."
Needless to say, I've been more than a
little hesitant to produce another Radio training series or offer any helpful " rules of

thumb."
Why do you and Inever have time to do
deeply discouraged.
The question and my answer illustrate arecurring problem in broadcast Radio. In the things right the first time, but we always have
interest of shortening the training cycle, Ifear that Radio has fallen into the trap of provid- time to do them over? Are you tired of having
ing oversimplified answers, shortcuts, bullets points, " the Reader's Digest version." As are- to sell new advertisers to replace the ones you're
sult, Radio reps have gained the widespread reputation of routinely giving bad advice. When constantly losing? Are you, tired of hearing, " I
you offer misguided counsel to aperson who knows better, it makes you look woefully tried Radio and it didn't work?" Have you fallimplicated quesuninformed or painfully dishonest — either way, apoor reputation. However, when the en into the trap of arky
tions
with
quick
and
y
answers?
misguided counsel is accepted as truth and implemented by atrusting business owner, the
Radio doesn't work'— except for those
damage is even worse — Radio fails to deliver what it promised.
•
Radio. Do you know
And you wonder why so many business owners say, "Itried Radio and it didn't work." who know how to
:onsuhant
or apedhow?
Are
you
a
Ra,
This tendency toward oversimplification was dramatically illustrated afew years ago,
cess
is
all
about
the
dler
of
spots?
Racii
when Irecorded aseries of audio and video training tapes used by nearly 1,000 Radio statake language seritions. The bulk of the training focused on the architecture and functions of the human brain power of wor
ar granted?
1
and on the importance of good copy and how to write it, but along the way, Idelivered a ously, or
few valuable " rules of thumb" to be used by stations in unrated markets.
"Assuming that your Radio ad is of average impact," Ibegan, "the average listener will
Roy H.
as is
it of
need to hear the ad at least three times within each seven nights' sleep for there to be any real
Roy FI Williams ..rk •ng
hope of it ever moving from short-term, electrical memory into long-term, chemical memory"
Inc Ele may be .chei.
Then Iwent one step too far by saying, "My firm is currently airing the same typical
12-295-5700 or oy
il at
week, 52 weeks in arow, on more than 550 stations in 38 states." Iwas hoping to illustrate
roy@ Wizard OfAds. con
how best to use Radio as the branding tool that it was meant to be. "And after evaluating

e
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Your ..ith to FM/IBOC transmission.
e treme ° wit
from RA

Drawing from Harris' ur
that eliminates the reed
available in all digital un
Of course both versions ! .
make Z CD,

the world's most

In-Band/On-Channel, the next wave of high quality eM radio, is on its way.
HI

. But
. there's no need for fear, because Z-HD IBOC transmitters from Harris give
•you the industry's most cost-effective, secure and reliable migration path.
.pènence in digital transmission the Z- HD uses proprietary pre-correction circuitry
iaass filters and increases transmitter efficiency. Z-HD transmitters are
rsion for common amplification of FM and IBOC signals.
esa re ability and robustness you've come to expect from the folks who
puler Fiv" zremsmitter. Plus, you enjoy much lower maintenance costs than with

tube transmitters and have th E -•
curity of knowing that Harris' legendary auality and redundant architecture
wit keep you on the air.
To learn more about Z-HD IBOC transmitters and other HarrÉ extreme digital products, visit www.broadcast.harris.com.

www.broadcast.harris.com • 1.800.622.0022

For more information, oil is at
1300.622.0022 or click or
www.broadcast.harris.com

Giff On Sales

Radio's Highest
Percentage
Close

11

By Dave "Giff" Gifford
fyou work in alarge market and have never worked the streets of asmallor medium-size market, either you can't relate to this subject, or you're
about to discover anew way to significantly increase your closing ratio.
First, the major difference between sales approaches, by market size, is
that smaller-market sales efforts are " direct" driven and therefore pro-active,
while most large-market sales efforts are " agency" driven and therefore reactive. Face it: In too many large-market Radio stations, most sales are dependent on how often the phone rings.
Fortunately, although Iworked 14 years in New York City, where Icontinued to sell spec spot ideas to account and creative people, Ilearned the
power of spec spot presentations early in my career in smaller markets.
FACT: Radio's highest dosing ratio presentation, especially for new business, is aspec spot presentation! Sadly, for too many reasons — including the
fact that some owners are too cheap to subsidize aspec spot sales effort — the
use of spec spot presentations appears to be down, even in the smallest markets.
Subsidize? Yes! Why? If you don't have afulltime copywriter, that tells me one of
three things: 1) Your education as amanager is incomplete, 2) you have acheap owner
(copywriters cost money), or 3) both!
Now, how do you hire acopywriter?
Do not hire somebody who daims to be acopywriter. Test that claim, and the more
copywriters you test, the better. Patience!
In two hours' time, having been provided the raw data, applicants are to write as
many spots as possible to demonstrate their capability of handling three different copywriting challenges: 1) ability to handle "vivid description," 2) ability to sell asale event
and 3) ability to "brand" acompany, store, service or product. The winner is the most
versatile copywriter who can prolifically grind out one great spot after another!
Next, you must decide — depending on your circumstances — how you want to
use that winner, and again you have three choices: 1) The person writes all copy, 2) the
winner shares the copywriting, including spec spot copy, with the salespeople, or 3)
the winner writes spec spot copy to sell new accounts only!
Compensation? Pay them arelatively low base salary, and bonus them — based on
the economies of scale by market size — at the rate of X-bucks for every spec spot that
generates anew account, making it clear that there is financial reward for grinding out
spec spots. Ah, but there is more...
Most announcers don't like doing regular commercial production, let alone voicing spec spots. Solution? Commission them! Every time their voice appears on aspec
spot that leads to asale, again based on economies of scale, they get X-bucks. Do so, and
Iguarantee you your spec spot sales will increase.
TIP # 1: Just as it takes aminimum repetition of three commercials (the same commercial) to register with alistener, make sure spec spots play three times in arow in
order for the advertiser to get the message.
TIP #2: Because, statistically, buyers of anything are likely to choose quicker and more
decisively from achoice of three options (rather than from achoice of one, two, or four
or more options), you might be wise to go with three different spec spots.
TIP #3: Please do not dose with the following questions: "Well, what do you think?"
or " How does that sound to you?" Instead, assume the sale: 1) " Now look, Giff, this
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Agood copywriter
most he full of
many great ideas.
campaign has to work, period, or it doesn't
do either of us any good. So, before we go
into final production, is there anything
that ad you want changed?" 2) " No , is
that the message you want to get ac. )ss,
or do you have something elst in mind?
or 3) following Tip # 2, " Now, \. hich one
makes the most sense to you
TIP #4: Post spec-spot-generated success stories all over the p. Auction room
— on the door, on the walls, everywhere!
TIP #.5: To dose somebody who refuses to see you, hire acourie. -odeliver aprecued spec spot on aport.- \tape recorder,
along with anote readi
press the
"play" button. Will pick
corder
spec
tomorrow morning

spot is on the mor
how often this tact",
TIP #6: To dos
dealer, hire asexy
the spec spot for yoi
your tape recorde"
ratio sure will
LESSON:

1

azed

•
uur cis
ous?

Dave Gifforu . , ....Autat of
Dave Gifford lnfrrr-''onal and
found— .duate
School For ...uganent.
He may be . cached at SOS989- 7007 or by e-mail at
giff@talkgiff.com.
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Money And Finance

Money Talks
"We will see asubstantial slowing
of growth of consumer spending
as financial markets drop further,
as confidence declines and oil
prices rise ahead of an increasingly likely invasion of Iraq. But
under the most likely scenario of
aquick and successful operation
in Iraq, the markets and sentiment will likely turn quickly the
other way early next year, sparking
recovery in both consumer and
business spending."
— Peter Hooper, Deutsche Bank
Securities
"The market is lethargic, with investors dwelling on the negatives.
You just don't see any buyers
floating around, even though the
selling isn't huge as [seen] by the
light volume numbers."
— Jay Suskind, Ryan Beck & Co.
"I'm not particularly optimistic
over the next couple of years. We
have to address low savings, high
debt, excess capacity and the
balance of payments deficit.
'le've made some progress dealwith excess capacity, but
ie made no progress with the
lents deficit and high levels
T Iebest way to get at
ay^ slower growth of
and."
Morgan Stanley
ig apositive guardnews has alel'into stocks, and
inexpensive
tociay, C. ‘. Ad- line
companieseIPISay '. ividends.
The tech sector's pictur, however,
is still very cloudy."
— Paul Nolte, Hinsrfah Assoc.
"The technology bust we..
severe that the U.S. tect Alogy
capital stock — all of the mxistifig
technology equipment alic
ware — is growing this yea. ,
the slowest rate in 60 years.1
is probably creating pent-up
demand for technology eq'
that will appear as soon a
rate earnings pick up sufficient',
— Ithink by next spring."
— Bruce Steinberg,
Merrill Lynch

NewRadio
Group Buys
22 Stations
In Midwest
Mary Quass, former
president of the Central Star
division of AMFM, has re-entered the Radio business, this
time as chief executive officer
of NewRadio Group LLC.
The first acquisition of NRG
(an acronym that Quass says
is indicative of the new company's " energy") includes
seven Illinois stations, 15
Wisconsin stations, and the
Goetz
Networks
from
Marathon Media — all for
$19 million. NRG began
working with the stations
under a consulting agreement September 30; the sale
will be contingent on approval by the Federal Communications Commission.
Quass is joined in this
new venture by TamiGillmore,
chief financial officer, and
Lindsay Wood Davis, chief
operating officer. " If you
look at our model, we may
seem abit top-heavy, but the
three of us all worked together at Central Star, and we
all know each other's
strengths," Quass told Radio
Ink. " Lindsay is agreat sales
trainer, and he's really juiced
about getting into the stations and trying to bring
them the things they didn't
have before. Tami started as
abusiness manager, and she
can bring alevel of financial
sophistication that works
from the banking end while
relating to the business managers at aRadio station."
While most of the stations
involved in NRG's initial acquisition are in decidedly
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small markets, Quass maintains that each facility has its
own inherent strengths. " We
looked for markets that could
stand on their own, and
some of these markets have
done apretty decent job at
carving anice niche in their
local community," she says.
"Also, if we're fortunate
enough to put together clusters of stations that can share
some things by and amongst
themselves, we can add a
layer to that cluster, such as
aregional sales concept that
can be expanded to yet another level." Quass also says
that the Goetz Network,
which includes farm programming, agricultural reports and other localized
news features, can be expanded into other areas.
As with other start-ups
that seek to take advantage of
the next round of consolidation, NewRadio Group has
set some lofty heights. " This
isn't about operating 22 stations," Quass observes. " It's
about doing 100 stations,
maybe more. It's about being
able to do enough scale that
it makes some sense and to
do it in markets that people
aren't looking at right now."
To that end, Quass says
that NewRadio Group will be

in acquisition mode for the
next two or three years.
"We're looking to see what
makes sense in what we can
add to what we currently
have," she says. " Instead of
trying to do tonnage, I'm trying to identify the good opportunities. I'll be looking to
see whether we can add value
to our existing facilities and
whether astation fits with
the rest of our properties."
Why get back into Radio
now, when the industry arguably is in the seventh- inning stretch of consolidation?
"I'm thinking there might be
some fun left in this business," says Quass, who spent
the last few years exploring
new technologies and Internet ventures. " Ialso see an
opportunity to improve it by
overlaying some of the technological things we learned
over the last few years to do
really great local Radio that
has the technical edge of the
21st century." à
NRG executive offices are located
in Cedar Rapids, IA.
Phone 319-862-0300.
Note: Peter S. Handy of
Star Media Group represented the seller, Marathon
Media, for the transaction.
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Interview

By Reed Bunzel, Editor- In-Chief

Steal This!
A Discussion With No. 1Programmer Jimmy Steal

Jimmy Steal literally is aprogrammer's programmer. In Radio Ink's annual compilation of the "Best
Program Directors in America," apanel of top PDs
identified him as the best in the business this year
As regional vice president, overseeing KPWR, KZIA,
and

KKFR for Emmis Communications in Los An-

t
,n,les, Steal recently took the company's Rhythmic
We

pal .
i
lk—formatted
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that is to
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—

he first
ithe

Ste p
hen R

Power 106 to No. 1for listeners12time in more than six years. Adch-

latest Arbitron book (Spring 2002),

anked

No. 1in Adults 18-34 and No. 1

"I'm anticipatir Le station also took home two Marconi

ter. So much b
ready been prit

I
see the mark,
' 'specially
Market PL
.
:*

is from this year's NAB Radio Show —
of theYear" and, for Big Boy, "Large
lity of theYear."

In the summer of 1999,
Steal came to L.A. from Dallas,
where as Clear Channel's director of programming and operations, he had taken KEGL to its
highest ratings in more than five
years, and he brought KDMX its
highest ratings in its 25-year history, with a5.0 share 12- plus
and No. 3in adults 25-54. Prior
to that, as PD at WKRQ in
Cincinnati, he grew the station
to a7.8 share 12-plus, the highest ratings it's had since the mid1990s. His first programming

gig was at WXXL Orlando,
where he programmed the station to an all-time-high 12-plus
share — No. 1with a12.0 share
— which subsequently got him
fired (more on that later).
Unquestionably atop-gun
programmer with arésumé full
of successes to prove it, Steal is
the first to concede that much
of his current good fortune is
due to the talents and passions
of the people around him. Humble almost to afault, Steal credits everyone from Emmis Senior
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VP/Market Manager Val Maki
and Emmis Radio President Rick
Cummings to his programming
staff to the sales department to
the air personalities to the board
ops for creating aconsistent,
solid product day in and day out.
Congratulations, Jimmy
Steal, on being the best in the biz!
How do you feel, knowing your programming peers singled you out as the hest
program director in America?
Actually, I'm pretty surprised. If there's one area of my
skillset that Ineed to work on
— and God knows there's alot
of them — I'm probably not the
best networker or self-promoter.
The idea that other program directors have been gracious
enough to honor me like this,
despite my lack of profile, is
pretty shocking. Obviously, it's
because Iwork at an incredible
platform. If you have to inherit
abrand to take care of, Idon't
know that there's one any better than Power 106.The platform
by itself brings attention to your
work — which sometimes is
good and sometimes bad.
Still, there must be something you
brought to Power 106 that has made
people notice you.
I'd love to take all the credit for it, which is not aunique
thing to do in this business, but
this was a rock-solid station

when Icame aboard, thanks to
[Senior VP/Market Manager] Val
Maki and [Emmis Radio President] Rick Cummings. If you're
asking what makes Power 106
successful today, I'm blessed with
acrew that is so passionate and
emotional when it comes to our
music and our culture.
All Ihave been is the spark
plug in the engine. I've been able
to do that by implementing our
strategic plan, conducting research where it's needed, and
focusing on things that are directly attributable to success in
Arbitron and, in turn, revenue.
I'm just the person who disciplines and focuses the tremendous amount of passion that was
already here.
If anything, I've just tightened the mission statement of
what the most successful Power
106 incarnation is supposed to
look like, held it up in front of
the crew, and said, " Let's rock."
How has your perception of Radio programming changed from the way it was
when you landed your first gig?
My first gig was at WXXL
in Orlando. We changed it from
an Adult Contemporary to a
Rhythmic CHR.That was my first
air shift as well as my first programming experience as an assistant program director and
music director. Iwas alot
more naïve then, and alot of » 16
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the things we felt in our gut back
then — alot of the passion and
emotion we had — wasn't quite
as well-balanced with strategic
planning and research as it could
have been.
What were your aspirations back then,
and how have they evolved?

My aspirations were to stay
on the air and make alot of noise
and be agreat on-air personality. To this day, Ihave regrets
about coming off the air, just because Ihad such agreat time and
was blessed with some pretty
good ratings.
But Ihad that opportunity to program full tilt, and I
took it. Who knows? If Iwere
on the air today, Imight be
doing adifferent interview in
a different magazine, and I
might be saying, " You know,
it just bums me that Inever got
off the air and devoted myself
full time to programming."
Do you think we all tend to look back

on the early days as the most fun days
in our careers?

There's alot of truth to that.
At that point in your career, you
don't know what you don't know.
I've progressed to the point where
Iknow exactly what Idon't know.
In some ways, it does make you
gulp to realize that atenth of aratings point means about $ 8million.You just can't think the same
way you did the first day you got
into Radio. But if you can take that
enthusiasm and passion and emotion, and temper it with good
strategic skills that hopefully you
pick up along the way, you have
the best of both worlds. I've always
thought of myself as adisc jockey
without the air shift, as opposed
to the guy behind the curtain.
Has consolidation constricted or expanded programming opportunities in Radio?

Consolidation has brought
some good and some bad to our
business. Now that some of us have
to wear more hats, many companies compensate in abetter fashion

than in pre-consolidation. But we've
taken away the "farm team" system
that was aprimary source for getting to the "big leagues.'"rhat being
said, some of the most dynamic
hires here at Power 106, people
who have enjoyed some tremendous success, have not been traditional disc jockeys.

for the likes of Mariah Carey, Bone
Thugs-N-Harmony, Korn, Sugar
Ray, and Limp Bizkit. Power 106
really is apart of what it's reflecting, and that is extremely difficult to duplicate. That's our Universal Selling Point: Power 106 is
hip-hop. We don't just play hiphop; we are hip-hop.

What do listeners expect from Power 106?

How critical is it for aRadio station to

They expect an accurate reflection of their interests, their
likes, their dislikes and their communities — as well as the musical portion of the program —
and we do that really well. We
probably have an unfair advantage just because so many people on the staff at Power 106 are
directly involved in the hip-hop
community. Great Radio stations
do an excellent job of reflecting
their culture and their audience,
and Power 106 is blessed with
having ahand in creating the culture and music of our audience.
We have several staff members
who mix and produce records

speak the language of the audience,

"That's our
Universal
Selling Point:
Power 106
is hip-hop.
We don't
just play
hip-hop;
we are"
hip-hop. ' n
Jimmy Steal with KPWR personality Big"
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rather than simply to play the right music?

In our format, even more
than in many others, it's extremely important, because we
have ayoung target. Ihave to
credit Dianna Obermeyer for
doing an amazing job of keeping our marketing strategically
on point. We have a30-member
street team called the Flava Unit,
and they'll do 30 appearances
on aweekend. We do an awesome job of being everywhere
we possibly can, every day we
possibly can. We also have the
Knowledge Is Power Foundation,
something Rick Cummings set
up many years ago. Through
fundraising and concerts, every
month we give away $ 5,000 to
aschool that has an immediate
and deserving need. We not only
entertain you, we also live here.
We're your neighbors.
How do you divide your time between
the different aspects of your job?

Luckily, when Iarrived here,
Ialready had attention deficit disorder, but Ican honestly say it's
now only gotten worse. As much
as Ilove getting home to my wife
and children at the end of the
day, it really is ahard Radio station to leave when the day is
done. The pace of the station
every day is very much addicting. Iprobably wouldn't win an
award for crossing off all the
things on my to-do list every day;
but Power 106 — and people
who have visited or worked at
this station will tell you — has a
rhythm to it.The majority of my
days, Ido get done all the things
that need to get done, but
nowhere near within the time
frame or the order in which they
were laid out. Icould be in a
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music meeting on a " two-way"
with Tracy Cloherty from our
NewYork station, and she could
be sending me something via
ISDN. Irun down the hall to hear
it and say it has to go right on
the air, and then I'll get pulled
into Val's office for ameeting. If
you wanted an actual percentage
breakout, I'd say Ido 100 different things every day and probably spend 1percent of my time
on all of them. It's not the ideal
way of doing things, but it seems
to work at Power 106.
At the other end of the spectrum, I'm not great at sitting in
meetings. Power really moves at
such arapid pace that if I'm sitting somewhere for more than
30 minutes Iknow I'm missing
something. And they're usually
top-tier, important things.
How important is it for the programming department and the sales department to work toward acommon cause?

Iwas taught, very early on,
that ratings have one goal, and

that is to generate revenue. After
taking aRadio station in Orlando from 12th in the ratings to
first, the entire programming department — myself included —
was fired, because we had asales
staff that couldn't turn it into revenue. Icame on board at Power
106 in June 1999, and they billed
$27 million for the year.This year,
we'll do $47 million. Our crew
understands that ratings are aconduit to revenue, because ratings
without revenue don't keep any
of us employed. Jeff Federman,
who heads our sales efforts, is the
reason for that.You don't put up
numbers like that without being
agreat manager and having a
great team, and he is awesome.
Is it tough to find new talent that can
create strong Radio entertainment?

Unfortunately, Ifind it pretty difficult, and it's not from the
lack of tapes, phone calls or personal pitches in the lobby. Maybe
this generation was raised on
liner-card jocks, or maybe they

don't have the same emotional
bond with Radio had by past generations. Maybe it's ageneration
that doesn't understand that this
is an entertainment business, not
abusiness of disc jockeys. We look
for people who can entertain and,
honestly, most things that people
learn in Disc Jockey 101 are the
exact things Idon't look for. When
Iwas in Dallas and turned Mix
102.9 around— we got it up to
afive-share, third in 25-54, which
it had never been —Ihired ateam
named Kramer and Twitch, who
unfortunately have been fired a
few times since then, but they
make noise. Ineeded to bring attention to my Radio station and,
while strategically they probably
weren't 110 percent on point,
when you turned the Radio on,
you actually heard these guys —
and you'd listen to them, which
unfortunately you can't say about
alot of people these days.
Is it sometimes necessary to look outside the rank-and-file of Radio personalities to find good, solid talent?

Yes. If up-and-coming jocks
are reading this, hopefully this
will really piss them off and get
them focused and fired up. But
unfortunately, that's dead on.You
look for these people wherever
you go: in amall, in abar, at a
baseball game — you look for
them wherever you live your life.
What guidance would you give to an air
personality or morning team that loves
to push the envelope in matters of socalled "
good taste"?

Iwould tell them that they
have to know their audience,
which will let you know what
is acceptable and what is not.
That varies from station to station and format to format.
People without the talent, with
just the salty language or loud
mouth, hurt the whole industry. But genuinely talented people are what Ilike to characterize as foreground jocks —
Howard Stern, Kramer, Mancow
— these are very talented people. Also, some people don't >> 18
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appreciate that there is an an
form in the delivery of that
product on adaily basis. Having
been ajock for awhile, Ivery
much am adefender of that. At
the same time, Ican't sit here
and defend people who don't
know their audience and don't
know the basics, and use that
as acrutch or ascapegoat in lieu
of content.
Are you concerned that other media
are beginning to draw some folks --

Can you see yourself making the lump from
programming to station management?

I've gotten some on-the-job
training with that right now, because Rick Cummings, who was
vice president of programming,
is now the president of Emmis
Radio. I'm watching him learn
the sales side in greater detail, as
well as the Wall Street side; and
all that stuff fascinates me. Icertainly can stand to learn aheck
of alot more, but is that something in my future? Idon't know.

especially younger people — away
from Radio?

Are you having too much fun right now?

Younger listeners are not
being raised on Radio, so it absolutely is aconcern. As America further fragments in ethnicity and other ways, it will diversify tastes in formatics, in
music, in talk delivery — so it
absolutely is something to be
concerned about. It is the responsibility of those of us at the
helm of Radio stations to find
the best people, to help the
medium flourish, and to do our
best. From the promotions we
create to the tactics we employ,
we must make Radio as exciting
and fresh as it needs to be today.
That truly is our responsibility.

I really am. I'm doing
something I've always wanted
to do, and Ihave atremendous
crew. If that opportunity presents
itself, however, and the timing
is right, Iguess Iwould be all
ears. If someone had told me
four years ago that I'd be the PD
of ahip-hop station in L.A., I
would have told them they were
crazy. You just never know.

What advice would you give to young
programmers who might aspire to your

day?
The best advice Ican give
someone coming up through
the ranks is this: You are the
CEO of your own company, and
your company is your name
and your career. You have to
manage it like you would manage other people if you were
managing astaff. Figure out
what you want to achieve. You
have to think in terms of your
one-year plan and your twoyear plan; take little tiny steps
to ensure the big steps later.
Iremember being in situations where Iwas about to be
fired and Iknew Ihad to reach
out to people Ihad met in the
past. It's achess game — you
don't get the king in two moves.
Just make sure you're always
moving forward to the other side
so you can get your queen back.
job some
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challenging. Iam concerned,
though, that some companies
don't fully understand the value
of their people. Without the right
people, no matter how much you
pay for astation, all you're really getting is astick and astudio.
Ijust hope that the owners of
these billion-dollar companies
really get their arms around the
fact that, without the right people who literally breathe life into
their brands, their return on investment will certainly be in
question. Radio is now, always
has been, and always will be
about people.
Let's change direction for amoment.
Are you ready to go digital with IBOC?

Digital is good. I'm very
much looking forward to it. It
could be aboon to the entire industry. As other people come at
us and sell their digital products
to compete against us, our being
shored-up digitally is great.

How is the Emmis culture different

What's your thinking on the Portable

from that at other Radio groups?

People Meter?

[Chairman/CEO]
Jeff
Smulyan has ahuman touch.
He probably has ahigher degree
of empathy for people than anyone I've ever worked with. That
characteristic is so appreciated
by everyone who works for him
that it makes us all want to do
even more — if that's possible
— to drive the enterprise forward. I've told myself that, if I
ever reach his level of success, I
hope to conduct myself in asimilar fashion. He does it because
he's just agreat person; he really cares about the people who
work for his company. And it all
goes back to amajor management tenet: If you show respect
for your people, they give it
back. You'd be hard-pressed to
find anyone inside Emmis who
feels any other way about Jeff.

l'in very intrigued by it. I
don't share the skepticism that
some people have been expressing. I'm very excited about it. It
could take ratings measurement
to the next step in accuracy.

Do you think some of that focus on
people has been lost due to consolidation or other market forces?

Radio is still in agreat transition phase. Imay have ADD,
but Iam not change-averse. I
love change. Life is short and it's

What do you make of all the attention
given to independent record promotion?

I'm ambivalent. My opinion
is that the record labels' biggest
problem isA&R (artist and repertoire), not the very small percentage of the promotion budgets
that they're doling out to outside
record promoters. If they fix the
A&R problem, that problem won't
matter. Idon't think it's abig issue,
but every so often, politicians need
to be re-elected.
Is voicetracking auseful tool, or is it
out to destroy Radio?

When done right, voicetracking can be an effective
tool. One of the most entertaining things I've heard said
about it was by Rick Cummings, my boss. He said,
"After meeting some of the
people in this business, some

of the managers should be
voicetracked."
Are spot loads too high?

Ihate big spot loads. Ilike
the revenue they generate, but
at the same time, Ireally want
to make sure our entertainment
quotient is as high as it can possibly be for our audience.
How often do you think about the new
media — satellite, Internet. wireless,

— that are competing with Radio?
I'm constantly concerned,
but I'm not upset by it. Itry to
focus on the things over which
Ihave control. If Ican make my
Radio station and my personalities as compelling as they can
possibly be, I'm in control. The
world obviously is changing,
and it changes the way we do
business every day.
MP3s

How do you envision the Radio industry
in 10 years?
It .there's one constant between now and that future date, I
hope it's that we have as many people — maybe more— in the driver position in this business. We
need people who are passionate
about Radio. If we have people
who are preoccupied with success
and its symbols — as opposed to
creating great product and painting great pictures for the audience
— we'll he in adangerous place.
Will the role of programmer he the
same, or will evolutionary forces
change what you do?

Because programmers are the
drivers of Radio stations that communicate to America, it's an important position inasmuch as Radio
is agreat conduit. PDs aren't necessarily great, but they do have a
great and important responsibility. We should understand our responsibility and do everything in
our power to groom our staffs to
be outstanding communicators
and entertainersIhat comes from
creating anourishing environment.
The most effective leaders — and
Ilook at PDs as leaders — not only
are fulfilled by doing great Radio,
but they arc fulfilled by their personal lives, as well. à
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What leisure activities do you enjoy: Spending
quality time with my wife, Juli, and two children,
Ally and Dylan.
What books do you recommend? The best book I
ever read on business is Real Power: Business
Lessons From The Tao Te Ching by Autry & Mitchell.
What books are on your nightstand? New Brand
World by Scott Bedbury — It's not the same old
overused clichés. Also, Blues Clues For Success
by Diane Tracy. My 2-year-old son is abig fan of
the show. They have done great R&D and incredible marketing for the show. Blues Clues has sold
more than $3billion in merchandise since 1998
— you think Radio might be able to learn alesson or two here?
Who are your mentors or role models? I'd like
to think everyone that's ever made me laugh and
learn, either personally or through films and
books — that would be along list!
If you had 30 minutes to talk to one person, who
would that be? Right now, President Bush. I
think
someone needs to make him truly understand how
many Americans feel in regards to the many
important issues our country currently faces.
Whose phone calls do you always return?
Rick Cummings', my mom's and jury duty — not
necessarily in that order.
If you could go back in time, where/when would
you go? Although witnessing the signing of the
Declaration of Independence or the Beatles at
Shea Stadium would be nice, I
think I'd just go
back afew years to when my dad was still alive.
He'd be relieved to know Iturned out okay.
To whom did you listen on the Radio when you
were growing up? The best CHR jock ever: Dan
Ingram on WABC-New York
What did you want to be when you grew up?
Adisc jockey. I
wanted to have fun, communicate to
agroup of people, and hopefully make adifference.
What is your favorite Radio format? CHR and
Alternative, because the passion levels are the
highest, and I'm apop culture junkie.
What's your Number One guilty pleasure website? www.onion.com Hilarious!
What has been your most unattainable goal?
So far it's still fulancial independence. Ihave
kids, two college educations and awedding to
pay for!
IN what achievement are you most proud?
My wife, my children, my friends, and doing
something Ilove for aliving. Of course, there's
also being Number One in L.A., getting the
Marconi Awards and getting to work with Big Boy.

Class of 2002:

S
Radio Ink once again presents the 40 Best Program Directors in

in America

America — those men and women whose hard work, commitment, and dedication to Radio programming has earned the recognition and respect of their peers throughout the industry.

This annual list is anything but apopularity contest, of course. We look at anumber of criteria in order to arrive at our selections. We
examine the ratings, including 12- plus average-quarter-hour and cume numbers, as well as market rankings in specific demo groups. We
poll anumber of Radio group executives, general managers, consultants and other program directors to arrive at alist of finalists.
Next, we submit that list to aRadio programming panel, and members make their individual selections in each of the four market categories.
Those "votes" are tallied, with the results once again cross-checked against AQH and cume audience numbers before the results are finalized.
Because most attention and notoriety naturally goes to PDs in the major markets, we've broken our list into four lists of 10 individuals each
in major, large, medium, and small markets. We recognize not only those programmers who've already made aname for themselves, working
their way up through Radio's ranks, but also those who are the industry's future stars.
And now...the Class of 2002 " Best PDs In America." Congratulations to one and all!

Major Markets (1-10)
been driven by the group of
people who were put in place
before he arrived at the station
three years ago.
"I always put my people
first, because our success comes
from them," he says. " Ido my
best every day to drive Power
106's ratings and revenue goals
even higher. It's done by focusing, motivating, and directing my team's efforts, emotions,
and skillsets to where they will
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ONGRATSI
A Company Is Known By The People It Keeps.
\Aie are nonored to work besicie me tinesi programmers, ruient and staff
that bring their broadcasting excellence to Clear Channel Radio.
We are proud of the programmers that have been
recognized by Radio Ink as industry leaders.
Judy Eaton
WTCR - Huntington-Ashland, WV-KY

Clay Hunnicutt
WUSY - Chattanooga, TN

Diana Laird
KHTS - San Diego

Scott Lindy
WPOC - Baltimore

Darryl Parks
WLW/WKRC/WCKY/WSAI - Cincinnati

Tom Polemon
WHTZ - New York

Jim Ryan
wurw - New York
Elroy Smith
WGCI - Chicago

Jimmy Steele
WNCI - Columbus

Gregg Swedberg
KEEY - Minneapolis

Mike Thomas
WFBQ - Indianapolis

CLEARCHANNEI.,

the station's ' soul,' and motivate

Joe McCoy

those talented people to achieve

VP/PD. WCBS-FM

their maximum performance."

New York (CBS)

Kevin Weatherly
PD, KR00; VP/Prog., In-

Known
"Oldies

as

the

Guru,"

McCoy has made

finity Los Angeles

WCBS-FM the foremost Oldies

Unquestionably one

station in America, bringing it

of the top programmers in the

to the # 1spot in the ratings five
times. " Programmers should

U.S., Weatherly has built arep-

love what they do," he says. " A

utation for understanding his lis-

program director wears many

teners — and then connecting

hats today and probably should

with them. "The key to winning

have an honorary degree in psychology. Getting your staff to
perform and understand your
ideas is certainly your most im-

"You can't buy trust, and once
damaged, it's gone. If we keep

portant function. Not being

be creative and take chances.

afraid to go with your ' gut' and

We still manage to have fun

doing things other stations are

though — otherwise, what

afraid to do makes you differ-

would be the point?" Cloher-

ent...and we all should try to

ty says that all successful pro-

seize the moment. If something
important is going on, make it

grammers must have apassion

part of your Radio station."

"You also need to be aman-

more that values and styles
change, the easier it is to let

ager, atherapist, asalesperson,

things slide. It's so easy to take

amarketing person and just a

our image for granted, so we

little bit crazy!" she adds.

have to constantly remain aware

Tracy Cloherty

that in mind with all the decisions we make, it becomes a

for Radio, first and foremost.

VP/Programming, Emmis

is to have avision for your station, asound in your head, and

New York (3stations,
including WONT)

Mary June Rose

"Radio has changed

PD, WGN Chicago

agreat deal since I

(Tribune Co.)

the fortitude to make it areali-

first started some

ty," he says. Weatherly ought to

14 years ago and, in my opin-

know about winning — he and

ion, for the worse," says Clo-

KROQ have received numerous

herty. " It's more of aWall Street
game today — much harder to

industry awards and accolades.

great guide, especially in today's
environment. However, the

of our listeners' expectations.
For example, we make sure our
information is consistently
good, or we correct it. We

maintain strong communica"WGN has been
owned by the Tri- tion links with our listeners,
and we have people to answer
Wine Company since
1924, and we value the trust our
listeners place in us," says Rose.

questions via phone and e-mail.
It's all part of our effort to

Live

Clitrfger

listeners flock to (lark Howard because he helps them live well using less money.
WSB Atlanta
A25-54 7.9 share Rank znd!
A35-54 9.5 share Rank ist!

WPTF Raleigh- Durham
A35 -54 5.0 to 7.7 Rank 3rd!
M35-54 6.0 to 12.0 Rank ist!

For full information and market availability

call Amy Bolton 800.611.5663

09.«.••••

IntroducingThe Clark Howard Minute,
znew one- minute consumer tips per day.
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provide our listeners and ad-

Market MainstreamTop 40 Pro-

bond that Radio has always had

vertisers what they've come to

gram Director of theYear by vir-

with our listeners, and we need

Under his guidance, the

expect from WGN."

tually every magazine and

to be careful not to go too far

station has had an incredible

organization that bestows such

over the line. Competitive and

run of 23 consecutive Num-

awards. He has been honored

economic pressures have pre-

ber One 25-54 Female books,

by the American Cinema Awards

cipitated some boneheaded

as well as coming in Num-

Foundation as the recipient of

moves. It's high time to get

ber One in Adults 25-54 in 20

the Gloria Swanson Humani-

back to our roots and treat our

of the last 23 books — in-

tarian Award for his charitable

listeners with respect and as

cluding the last 12 in arow.
Ryan also works with some of

Tom Poleman,

PD, WHIZ; Sr VP/Prog.,
Clear Channel New York
In the nearly seven
years that Tom Pole-

of operations director.

man has served as

endeavors in the industry, and

valuable individual constituents

Z1OO's program director, he has

he also was the 199911. Martell

with lots of choices, rather than

the leading stations in Amer-

shifted the station's format back

Foundation Music Industry

thinking they'll take anything

ica as a Clear Channel AC

to its Top 40 roots, doubled the

Roast honoree.

we throw at them."

brand manager.

ratings and made the Clear
Channel station arguably thu

Mark Mason

most-listened-to station in the

PD, WINS New York

U.S. While at Z100, Poleman
has been honored as Major

(Infinity)
"The very premise

/-1

Elroy Smith

PD/OM, WGCI-FM,
WVAZ-FM Chicago
(Clear Channel)

of the 1010 WINS

J formula and success

As one of the top

is local news, gathered and pro-

program directors
at one of the na-

duced by our own local journalists," Mason observes. " As a

tion's powerhouse Urban out-

medium, Radio is on the hairy

lets, Smith encourages other

edge of losing the very special

PDs not to forget the human
side of the business. " Allow
your people to make mistakes," he says. " Someone allowed you to do the sane,

Jim Ryan

didn't they?" Smith also suggests that programmers take

PD, WL1W New Iürk

amoment to make prayer a

(Clear Channe0

part of their morning routine.

Ryan joinedWLTW

"Be humble in the position

as program director

that God has given you, and

in the summer of

pray every day to do what is

1996 and, in short order, took

right in God's eyes. He will

the additional responsibilities

bless you tremendously."

uf

ji

-

Poni your friends at VIGN Radio
la,(11212
,2
MAN RADIOINK COM

FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS, CALL 1-800-610-5"
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Large Markets ( 11-30)
Leslie Fram
Dir of Prog., WNNX-FM,
WWWO Atlanta
(Susquehanna)
graduate of the
University
South

of

Alabama,

Fram worked almost every
shift at WABB in Mobile. She
became the station's music
director is

1981

and PD

from 1983-90.
For the last 12 years, she
has been with Susquehanna

Darryl Parks

Gary Burbank and Bill Cun-

in Atlanta, beginning in 1990

PD, WLW; OM, WLW

ningham — and to be able to

as assistant PD and co- host of
The Breakfast Club on Power 99.

WKRC WCKY, MA/

work with arguably the best Talk

Cincinnati (Clear Channel)

host in America, Mike Mc-

She became 99X's pro-

"My career high-

Connell. Jeff Henderson, our

gram director in 1997 and last

lights are all hap-

news director and his staff are

year became the company's di-

pening now," says

honored every year for out-

rector of programming, over-

Parks, whose personal list of

standing news coverage, and we

seeing 99X and Susquehanna's

kudos reads like aWho's Who

couldn't get by without Rich

new Top 40 outlet, Q I
00.

of WLW. " It's athrill to be in a

Walburg, Holly Nesser, Dave

She is the first female re-

room with the likes of our three

Armbruster and Scott Stanley.

cipient of the T.J. Martell Award

Marconi winners — Jim Scott,

These guys are simply the best."

two years ago.

»26

on being selected

to Radio Ink's list of
jeJii j _t
f ):
".

L)Jj'

iii

A subsidiary of Susquehanna Pfolfzgraff Co.

Susquehanna Radio Corp. is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer,_
an ESOP Company, and maintains aDrug-Free Work Environment.
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Ranked
the
4th
largest
Show
IyA
in National Syndication*

--3

overall sound of my product.
PD, KEEY; OM, KFAN,

Gregg Swedberg

KFXN Minneapolis
(Clear Channel)

right, and the rotations are

Being a program director

in order, we've still got a

today also requires the abili-

long way to go. Being big-

ty to see the big picture, and

ger than the music is hard,

With Swedberg at

you have to remember that

but that's how you win."

the helm, K102 has

this is abusiness."

171

Tom Langmyer

OptDiC, KMOX St Louis
(Infinity)

"A programming
leader must be an

been aconsistent

interested learner,
experience all that life has to

leader in Adults 25-54 in the

offer and have vision," says

Minneapolis/St. Paul market,

ICMOX's Langmyer. " The abil-

and topped the competition in

ity to weave between ideas

the coveted Women 25-54
demo group for all of last year.

and [to have] attention to detail is essential. Integrity, val-

Why the continued success?

ues and adrive for excellence

"K102 continues to provide

are all required. You must

leadership in Country music as
an airplay leader, providing
more exposure to more new
records than any other in America," says Swedberg, who also
credits the wide range of listener and community-outreach

Scott Lindy

programs each year.

PD, WPOC, WCAO, WOCT
Baltimore (Clear Channel)

"WPOC is not

j0

Tracy Johnson

GM/PD. KFMB-AM/FM
Star 100 7San Diego
(Midwest TV Inc.)

Johnson has been

Diana Laird

just a Country

recognized as one of

PD, KHTS San Diego

station — we

America's leading

(Clear Channel)

"Consolidation

are an entertainment Radio

programmers by all major trade

outlet specializing in Coun-

publications, including Billboard,

has been a great

try music." The word from

opportunity

for

Scott Lindy is that program-

my career because it's given
me the chance to work with

mers who think creatively

work tirelessly every day to
keep things focused at work

more than one Radio station

perform their jobs better.
"We live and die by the en-

and more than one format,"

tertainment

deliver

your mind in motion. Read,

says Laird, who insists she got

minute to minute," he says.

travel, write, understand cul-

into Radio so she could wear

"It's not just the music — in

shorts to work. " My number-

fact, it's everything but the

tures, listen, talk to people,
have hobbies, play sports

one focus will always be the

music. If we get the playlist

and, above all, keep your

we

and play tirelessly to keep

family first."

0 .Ieff Garrison
PD

.„„iy)

aprogrammer

)
in today's consolidated Radio inGavin, R&R, Network 40 — and, of

dust: • till critical to

course, Radio Ink. He says his pro-

keep the

gramming accomplishments

tes

solidation

have been achieved by "recruiting, developing, showcasing and

-."What has
111L .

son's skills in recognizing and
managing talent has been ti€
most important ingredient in his
impressive track record.

has

-A.ray we do busi-

establishing a ' partnership' for
success with top air talent." John-

son the lis-

:ays Ga rison.

,ÍP,/ I•

expecta-

r'

it

Becky Brenner
PD, KMPS/FM Seattle
(Infinity)

Radio is all con,uming," observes
Brenner. " It is 24
hours aday, seven days aweek.
You can find abalance between
work and your personal life,
but you can't ever really get
away from it.
"Fortunately, Istill love
coming to work every day and
can still truly say, ' Idon't know
what Iwould do if Ihad to get
areal job.'
"You certainly have to love
people, because we are all
about serving the people. I
serve the listeners, the advertisers, the artists and my staff.
If you live to serve, you will
love to serve as the program
director. Corny, huh?"

Tony Brown,
PD, WVEE-FM Atlanta
(Infinity)

A native of Chicago, Brown is agraduate of Northern
Illinois University and holds a
J.D. degree from the John Marshall Law School in Atlanta.
Throughout his career, he
has won ' numerous Radio
awards, including Billboard magazine's Progrdin Director of the
Year, Billbouri; magazine's Station
of the Year, and Lee Bailey's
"Who's Who" in Urban Contemporary Ra ,"
Addition , erown is responsible for V- 1
03 '
a Marconi Radii(
Urban Statio

aceiving
.
ard

for

lean » 28

1in
RUNNIrs"
to hr or Cc
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P'E-ORBER RHO

THE FIRS

DI

RO" WILLIAMS' NON BOOK, WRITTEN JUST FOR 0110
imam -le""111111111111111...■
Roy Williams, The Wizard of Ads, has
become one of Radio Inks most popular
columnists. He tells the truth that Radio
needs to hear. If you follow his plans, your
station will write more business.
We've had so many requests for copies of
back issues with Roy's articles that we are
publishing acompilation of Roy's best
work from Radio Ink — 130 pages of pure
Roy Williams — amust for every person
in Radio. You'll not find these in any of

er11

Roy's other best-selling books.
We're offering the book at apre-release
price of $ 59 ( plus $ 3.85 S&H) TO THE
FIRST 500 PEOPLE WHO ORDER BEFORE
JANUARY 1. After that date, the price goes
up to $ 99. Order now and you'll be the first
to receive this new book, The Wizard of
Ads: The Best of Roy Williams. Order now
&save $40!
AVAILABLE ONLY FROM RADIO INK

rs Toda I 800-610-5771
DOS OFFER EXPIRE JANUARY I. 2003

Medium Markets (31-100)
Jimmy Steele
WNCI-FM Columbus

Bill White
( .._
1J
,
PD, WBT Charlotte
(Jefferson-Pilot)

(Clear Channel)

White

photo or
bio provided.
No

John Reynolds
PD/OM, WNKS/WSSS
Charlotte (Infinity)
No

bio

photo or
rovided.

says

his

true passion literally is News/Talk
Radio. He moved into that
format in the 1990s and admits it is " Radio in its purest
form, where Ihave been fortunate enough to cover news
in one of the most exciting

KRADI

4*

414
Mike Hammond
PD, WIVK Knoxville
(Citadel)

"Now more than
ever, aprogram director needs to be a
business person," Hammond
says. " With the demands of
Wall Street and investors, aprogram director must understand
the goals of the company and

be willing to work with others
to meet those goaLs. The program
director must be amaster of time
management, motivation and
psychology. Fostering an atmosphere of creativity in the
midst of economic pressures and
meeting the competitive demands of the industry in the year
2002 require more from aprogram director than ever before."

COMPLETE AWARD- WINNING CREATIVE,
VOICE-OVER, IMAGING, & PRODUCTION
SERVICES FOR RADIO STATIONS,
BROADCASTERS AND ADVERTISERS.
from concept to final dub, spec spots
QuickCopy

copywriting service

syndication demos & packaging
program fulfillment
commercials & infomercials

IME
S MONEY
28
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888.772.8224
wweassociatedbroa
st com

A9.91CICIOCIFIEC1

FOR SUBSCRIPTION„,

The Clock
Is Ticking

times in our history and talk
about it through some of the
most talented hosts in our
business."

No, it's not

Prior to joining WBT,
White was program director

biological, but it's

at KMBZ/KCMO in Kansas
City. He also was director of

your last chance to

news and programming at

nominate some

KDKA Pittsburgh and PD at

great people for a

WTVN Columbus, OH.

RADIO WAYNE
Dave Kelly

AWARD.

OM/PD, Citadel Nashville

Nominations

(includes WKDF)

are open for GM

Kelly landed his
first Radio gig in

of the Year, PD of

1982 at WHYD in
Columbus, GA, when he was

the Year, Market

14. He subsequently moved

Manager of the

to WCGQ to do overnights.
In 1992, the station's
owner was awarded a new
signal in the market and Kelly
was

brought

in

to

help

Mike Thomas

Dells, WI, at WNNO-AM in

pa WFBO-FM
Indianapolis
(Clear Channel)

1982. Thomas has worked at

Thomas

comes

WYTZ/WZTY (Country) in St.

and

He

from aRadio fam-

Joseph-Benton Harbor, MI;

moved to Nashville in ' 95

ily, through and

WYMG (Classic

and briefly worked for Radio

through. " My mom, dad,

Springfield, IL; WTUE (Rock)

talent.

Sales of the Year,

several Midwest stations, which
have included WIRX (Rock),

launch Kissin' 93 as PD/MD
morning

Year, Director of

Rock)

in

Streetfighter (AE)
of the Year, NTR
Director of the Year,

& Records before accepting the

brother and sister are all in

and WXEG (Alternative) in Day-

and Broadcaster of

p og-amming position at

the business. I've been work-

ton, OH He has been PD at

WKDF.

ing in Radio since Iwas 13

WFBQ since August 2000. His

the Year.

Earlier this year, he was

years old," he says. Thomas

programming skills have helped

Go To

elevated to operations man-

explained that his career

build asolid Classic Rock pow-

ager and program director for

began by working for his fa-

erhouse with a9.4 share 12-

www.radioink.com

Citadel Nashville.

ther, Gary Voss, in Wisconsin

plus in the Spring 2002 book.

BEFORE NOV. 4.

Citadel
Communications
Congratulates
Mike Hammond
Dave Kelly

itadel Knoxville
j del

Nashville

Two of the very best Program
And

Directors in America
just two of the many great programmers
of Citadel Communications!

Citadel Communications Corporation
MRADIOINK COM

FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS CALL 1-800-610-5771
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JD. Gonzalez
PD, KBBT San Antonio (OM,
Hispanic Broadcasting

worked in Radio since 1988.

"However, more than ever,

He

at

today's programmer is in-

KLOG/KUKN in Longview-

volved on the revenue side,

began

his

career

Kelso, WA, at age 13 and

working with sales to produce

worked there while attend-

new and innovative ideas for

agreat teacher and

ing high school. He was

station advertisers. The em-

lead by example,"

named assistant PD in his

phasis is less on selling spots

senior year.

these days, and more on the de-

San Antonio — 6sta.)

"A great PD must be

says Gonzalez. "You must be able
to motivate and inspire your air

He moved on to KUPL in

staff to excel beyond their own

Portland and then headed

keting packages for clients. At

expectations. Also, agreat PD

east, landing his first PD gig

Emmis Communications, pro-

must be able to impact sales, en-

at

Columbus-

grammers are becoming inti-

gineering, traffic, and all de-

Bloomington when he was

mately involved in this process."

WKKG

in

velopment of complete mar-

partments positively. If you can

21. He was hired as PD at

make their jobs easier, you have

WBUF Buffalo in 1999 and

Charley Lake

done your job. A team that is

added PD duties at WYRK

PD, WLVO; Opr. Mgr,

motivated to win is the differ-

early in 2000.

Infinity Columbus IWLVO,

ence between a ' good' station

WAZU, WHOK]

Jon Quick

and a ' reat' station."

"Creativity is what

Dir. of News/

sets

Programming, MSC

Radio

PD, WYRK/WBUF Buffalo,

Indianapolis (Emmis)

apart from the also-rans," says

NY (
infinity)

"My primary focus

Lake. " If you want to make a

John Paul is one of

is still the contin-

great Radio station, you must

those

life-long

ued development

have the ability to maintain a

John Paul

the

great
stations

Radio fiends — he

of the product to produce

was bitten by the broadcast-

better ratings," says Quick,

taking care of all the routine

ing bug as a kid and has

who joined Emmis in 1995.

parts of your job."

creative mindset even while

»
32
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bon't Get Mad e
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Get the most useful book ever written for Radio sales reps:
HOW TO
RATE CHISELERS
By Dave " Giff" Gifford

Are your customers setting your rates?
Don't be apunching bag for car dealers and
e ed4ç- • media buyers. Beat the chiselers at their own slick
.• • games. Out- negotiate the toughest negotiators.

\peeeiod0..

Gee'

Ote

For a free sample, go to www.radioink.com/giff.asp

PHONE ORDERS: 800-610-5771
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Small Markets (100 - plus)

-1

Barb
PD, WAJI Richards
Ft Wayne, IN (Saes Wan Inc.)
Richards says she is truly blessed to be working in her
company.
"They are best, from all the on-air personal-

ities, to our management team, to my mentor — Operations Manager Lee Tobin — to consultant Mike McVay. These
are the people Irely on to help us win book after rating book.
Iwould like to make everyone believe it's all me, me, me, but if
it weren't for the support that Iget from all of the above, Iwould
be nothing. Yep, I'm blessed many times over."

Clay Hunnicutt
PD, WUSY-FM; OptMgr, 9
obier sta. Chattanooga, Thl
(Clear Channel)

"My favorite part of
what we do is
learning how other
people do business so Ican try
things from different perspectives," says Hunnicutt, who has

Tony Waitkus

spent the last 13 years atWUSY.
"Change definitely keeps things
fresh, and there's never adull

PD, WHTS Quad Gibes/

moment. Two things Idon't
think I'll ever lose are the pas-

"My primary focus

sion for the music and the
wonderful relationships with
the people that Iwork for and
with, side by side every day.
Those things don't change."

Bill Hagy
PD, WXBO-FM Johnson
City, TN; corporate OM
(Bristol Broadcasting)

Under Hagy's guidance, WXBQ-FM
grew during the
1980s to become the over321 RADIO INK

Davenport IA (Mercury
Broadcasting Inc.)

whelming market leader — aposition the station holds today. For
31 consecutive Arbitron rating
periods, VVXBQ-FM has held the
Number One spot in the TriCities
(Johnson City/Kingsport/Bristol) market. In addition to his duties as program director for
WXBQ-FM, Hagy also serves Bristol Broadcasting Company as corporate operations manager,
overseeing company stations in
Bristol,TN/VA; Paducah, KY; and
Charleston, WV

as aprogrammer is,
and has always
been, the station's total package," says Waitekus, who grew
up in Chicago under the influence of WLS and WCFL. "That
includes all the sound that
comes out of the speaker, and
the station's place in the marketplace with regards to appearances and visibility. Being
on top of both is the only way
to have awinning station."
Waitekus says he owes his success at WHTS to " having tal-

ented staffs, being astudent of
contemporary music and working for great companies."

Scott Wheeler
WPBG-FM
.oria, IL
MID Media LLC)

Wheeler,
who
nolds a degree
from Bradley University in Peoria, has worked
in -iv. Radio business since
the age of 15 in varioussize
markets from Waukegan, IL,
t• • . 1 -land He has served
mality for IMP
17 and as program
. since 1991.
Since launching Big Oldies

- OCTOBER 21, 2002
FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS, CALI. 1-800-610-5771 I
WWN.RADIOINK.COM

93.3 in March of 1997, the
station has enjoyed " toptwo" ratings status in the Peo-

Radio Seminar each spring in
Nashville, having missed only
two of them — when his son

department to engineering and
everything between, understand

Jeff Whitehead

how the machine works and

PD, WOBE-FM Charleston,

ria market and is considered

was born and when emergency
surgery kept him home.

then share the knowledge
WV (Bristol Broadcasting)
There is no better leader than a
"I love Country
person who helps the people
music and I love
around them to accomplish
Country music fans,"
their own personal and profesWhitehead says. "My advice to
sional goals. There are no great
others trying to succeed in this
leaders without great people."
business is to remember that

to be among the top 10 percent of stations nationally in
the format.

Barry Kent
PD, WTHVFM Terre Haute,

Scotty Mac

IN (Emmis)

Over the last 33
years, Kent has
worked at nearly
every Radio station in the Terre
Haute Radio market. Starting
out when disc jockeys were
judged by the size of their UHaul trailers, he is unique in
that his entire career has been
spent in his hometown. In the
last 20 years, his close rela-

PD, WSPK Poughkeepsie,
NY (Pam& Broadcasting)

Scotty Mac has been
navigating heritage

Opt MgrJPD, WKFM-FM,
WORK WLKR-AIWFM
Sandusky OH

"A diverse slcillset and
understanding of the
entire Radio station

Top 40 WSPK for
three years, pulling down acume
audience of nearly 300,000 just
north of the NewYork market —
quite afeat. In addition to programming the station, he holds
down the midday air shift, saying, "Win the day...win the

tionship with the Nashville
Country record industry has
kept WTHI one of the top
Country Radio stations in the

are key elements to becoming
aprogramming leader today,"

week...win the month." Prior to
joining WSPK, he worked at
KHTT Tulsa, WBLI Long Island

U.S. Kent attends the Country

says Kelly. " From the sales

and WIOQ Philadelphia.

what we do is not brain surgery.
Success at Radio is really quite
simple: Play the hits, have fun,
and play the hits." It also helps
to marry someone who understands the demands of broadcasting, observes Whitehead:
"My second wife understands,
but my first did not!"

Judy Eaton
PD, WTCR-FM
Huntington-Ashland,
WV-KY (Clear Channel)

No photo or
bio provided.

Congratulations, Bill Hagy and Jeff Whitehead

For being named Top Program Directors in the nation

Bill and Jeff,
Now everyone knows
w hat we've kno wn all
along. You're the best!
Sincerely,
Your BBC FaMily

13 ,
." Hagy
opram Director

WXBQ-FM

Johuson Cit ,
/;
Kingsport/Bristol

Jeff Whitehead
Program Director

WQBE-FM
Charleston

Bristol Broadcasting Company
It's our people that makes our family strong!
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Management Tip
EMPATHY BREEDS
SUCCESS

As amanager, you've probably
already figured out that you can't
give your salespeople the desire to
succeed. Nor can you provide them
with the need to persuade or the
ability to bounce back from rejection — or any other qualities needed to succeed in sales. Success in
sales has to do with what's within
the salesperson.
In their book How to Hire & Develop Your Next Top Performer,
authors Hank Greenberg, Harold
Weinstein and Patrick Sweeney observe that empathy is probably the
most critical factor common to
successful salespeople. Empathy
is the ability to sense the reactions
of other people, allowing asalesperson to pick up the subtle clues
and cues provided by prospects in
order to assess what they're thinking and feeling.
No one knows whether certain
people are born with acertain capacity for empathy, but there is evidence that those who understand
another person's feelings — "where
they're coming from" — have an
advantage when dealing with people on any number of personal and
professional levels.
"Because selling involves evasions, objections, and course
changes by the prospect, salespeople need to be empathetic and flexible enough to adjust their presentation and approach," the authors
write. These individuals are motivated to " use their empathy — to
open up their receivers — and to
take in the feedback from prospects
and customers. While they are providing aproduct or service that is
genuinely needed by aprospect,
they use their empathy as akey tool
in persuading him or her to make
the right decision."
Adapted > the RAB from Flow to Hire & Develop
Your Next Top Performer by Hank Greenberg. Harold
Weinstein and Patrick Sweeney (McGraw Hill, NY
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People Are Not Your Best Asset...

But Well-Trained

People Are

H
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9/30

Thursday

10/3

By Seae L

ow important is company-sponsored
when you're competing in reruitment against big companies that
offer company cars to new sales reps? When prospective sales reps make adecision on where they will
spend their next few years, here is the bottom line:
»80 percent:Comply-sponsored mining was the deciding factor.
»58 percent of sales reps age 32 or younger thought training
was useful in preparing for sales careers.
And for you as amanager or group owner:
»For every $1invested in training, you should get a$30 return.
If you think people are your best asset, you're
wrong. Well-trained people are your best asset —
everyone else is cannon fodder. Most sales managers
look at training like pulling teeth and, possibly even
more important, most sales people think training is
about as exciting as watching snow fall. Still, training is the most important thing you can do for your
sales reps and for your sales organization. It should
start the day the reps walk in the door and continue until the day they leave!
Here are tips to make sure that your reps see
an exciting interactive approach.
»MAKE SURE IT'S ONGOING. Set up 13 week
training programs that have aquarterly graduation attached.An exciting program is important to the health
of your sales department, but equally important is its
overall effectiveness — and that requires advance planning. Some sales managers prepare for sales training
meetings while driving to work.Your salespeople have
better things to do than sit through an impromptu,
unplanned training meeting.
»REVEALYOUR EXPECTATIONS. Let your reps
know immediately what is expected of them and
how they will be evaluated. You can (and should)
tie sales training to your compensation program,
based on what they learn — and execute in the field.
» PROVIDE INCENTIVES. Have an incentive
at the end of your 13-week program to reward the
sales rep with the highest scores for that quarter.
training
c

Thursday

M.B.A.
PROGRAM
Master
of Broadcast Advertising
Introduction
Welcome tu KU (KOLA University)
KOLA Features and Benefits
Two-nonute positioning - practice and be
Prepared
Radio Terms & Definitions: Module 47
Know what piire talking about
Prospecting & Qualifying: Module #3
Stop wasting your tine Telephone Techniques: Module #4
Getting the appointment
Successful First Call: Module #
6
Asking the net questions
Return on Investment: Module #6
Managing your clients' expectations

Celebrate the accomplishment, too. Remember, 25
percent of good people leave organizations because
of lack of rewards and recognition.
»MAKE IT REAL WORLD. Role playing reallife situations is far better than having the sales rep
just sit and listen to you cover an outline. Fr.plain
their roles and your expectations; have them prepare for the role-playing scenario aweek in advance.
»FOLLOWUP IN THE FIELD. Outside the classroom, it is your responsibility as asales m anger
to apply the training program to re2 1world situaepretions. How do you know what your pt
senting to the client or how the,
' rig a
customer-needs analysis if you caui see them perform? It's like coaching ateam from me press box.
You see more and feel more ti m .field.
The above box shows pal )fa13 week training program from Curtis Parcen, ei eral sales manager at KOLA-FM in Riverside ;, . ICs part of his quarterly MBA program for sal s raft: senior people teach
some courses with his sil l I
vision. His curriculum
is based on a2I modulé,- rihouse training manual
designed specifically fort station The station's average sales have increased by 2,; Fee• cent, which Parcell attributes to his tr<...
program. His meetings
are twice weekly for amu imum of one hour.
Sometimes alittle
ltivity is all you need
for alearning experience that ir nrofitable for both
you and your clients.
Sein Luce, the hal national inlructor for the Luce Performance Group
International, can be nrthale. 281496-6340 or by e-mail at
Lucese@oolcom Contact him for acow of the full 13-week uuining
Program.
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Be Smart:

Outsource Your Sales
Recruitment Now!

o
y
By Laurie Kahn

ur sales manager is
human and can be
spread only so thin.The
SM's goal, first and foremost,
should be to make sure the station hits budgets and is profitable. To do so, the sales manager will need the right team
with the right skills. Today's sales
process is vastly different, as there
is more emphasis on direct client
service, new business and nontraditional revenue. In addition
to possessing strong knowledge
of marketing and promotion,
salespeople need to know how
sell other platforms in cornbin ition with their Radio stahons. Hiring correctly is critical to the stations' success.
Sclet managers today are expected to dta theiè jobs with fewer
people. y
raining budgets
hase bee_ .tor eliminated,
managers ir at train as well. Sales
maw
aist motivate and retair _cm evers as well as
updating tht -ni with new sales
techniques. Addi ti
onally, man _
agers must comic ally add sales
staff to keep ator i,rade team.
It costs ode ',1.1tion when a
salesperson res :
.
4:
[ -, - ad that list
is not adequately ( ow,* i, or no
one is bringing in ne vqusiness.
If the sales manager lie' dy hires
the wrong person or .:.)es not
train the newly iiir..... , 4on,
t
he
new hire has little e..' anti _ suc ceed — an enormous T
vaste of
i
time and money. The"
i
t generally is that.it cos doable the
salesperson 'sannum gee ,- usadon package to hire and train a
successful-salesperson. That figure does not take into consideration the cost of lost business

or how much unemployment
can take from the bottom line.
Hiring effective, talented
salespeople may require going
outside the industry or outside
the market. Sales managers will
be required to spend more time
with hiring, training and closing deals, so the company must
have astrategy on who and how
to hire. We can't forget that this
is an extremely litigious time.
You will want to be assured that
your managers know how to interview and hire effectively and
legally — major issues that can
affect your bottom line.
Of recruiting, training and
closing, which is easiest and
most cost-effective to outsource?
Recruiting! Your sales manager
knows your stations and how
they should be represented. Does
it make sense for them to give
up training or closing deals? No.
They must be available to listen
to the needs of the current staff
as well as clients' issues.Training
and closing are areas that most
need their attention.
Consider assistance in
screening candidates, so your
manager sees only candidates
that fit your qualifications.
There are several ways to do
so, especially if you have eliminated several management
jobs from your market. You
can spend the saved cutback
income on an outside source.
By having athorough job description as well as someone who
understands your sale, your company culture, and your market,
you can successfully outsource a
major time-burner for your managers. Hire arecruitment service,
aretired sales professional, or a

NNW RADIOINN COM IFOR SUBSCRIPTIONS. CALL 1-800-610-5771

consultant to work with you.
Have them interview on aregular basis, bringing you qualified
candidates that fit your job description.This is an excellent way
to recruit adiverse workforce as
well. You don't have to worry
about " star interviewees" that
dazzle in the interview and never
perform, as an outside source will
be looking at facts and comparing all candidates in a "like" manner. Outside sources can be paid
on an hourly basis, aproject fee,
or on apercentage based on the

first year's income of those hired.
Keeping your managers focused on the bottom line and giving them assistance in hiring will
ultimately save the company
money. Hiring well is an art, as is
the retention of good people. à
Laurie Kahn is
founder and president
of Media Staffing
Network. She can be
reached at
laurie@mediastaffingnetwork.com or at
312-944-9194, ext. 108.

111111ile

Take 30
Minutes

To Plan Your Week
According to the Managers' Intelligence Report, most people need
only 30 minutes to plan their entire
workweek — if they follow the OATS
formula. "What's that?" you ask.
0: OBJECTIVES. Determine
what results you want to achieve by
the end of the workweek. Write them
down, rank them, then do them.
A: ACTIVITIES. Exactly what must you do to achieve the above objectives? List
these activities on the same sheet of paper, in sequence.
T: TIME. How much time will each activity require? To develop arealistic
plan, allocate more time than you think you need, just to give yourself some flexibility. Unexpected challenges always crop up.
S: SCHEDULE. Check your calendar and decide when you can tackle each activity. Many people underestimate the effectiveness of aschedule, but professional athletes — and professional managers — really can't get by without one.
CLASSIFIED & YELLOW INK

www.mediasellingacademy.com

Radio Station
Data Base - $199

10,000 commercial stations with phone, FAX, address, format,
ratings, and more. TV database for $99.
Ask about our group mailings to radio stations.

www.radio-mall.com ( 800)

759-4561

RADIO INA - n,
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PRACTICAL HANDS—ON SELLING TIPS AND IDEAS

Obituary
ERI LOSES D.O.S.
SCOTT BEELER

ERI's director of worldwide sales,
Scott Beeler, 38, was killed in atraffic accident October 3near his
Cincinnati home.
Beeler coordinated the ERI sales
force, which specializes in antenna
and structural systems. He played
amajor role in forming new partnerships with suppliers and end
users as well as enhancing existing
distribution paths.
He had more than 20 years of
broadcast and communications
equipment sales experience, forming many professional and personal friendships. Before joining ERI,
he had been director of Radio sales
for Harris Broadcast.
"We are all dismayed by the untimely, accidental death of Scott
Beeler," said ERI President Tom Silliman. " His expertise and energy
will be missed, but his momentum
will carry forward as ERI continues to grow."
Survivors include his wife, who is
pregnant, and two children.
Donations to the family can be
made to Kim Beeler and sent in care
of Diana Combs, ERI, 7777 Gardner Rd., Chandler, IN 47610.
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What Business
Are You
Really In?

WHAT'S YOUR PURPOSE?
"No generation has witnessed so many simultaneous changes that are interrelated and have
aglobal nature.. and, on many fronts, we're in
for acouple of decades of rattling, shaking, and
reorganization," said Alvin Toffier in Future Shock.
One thing hasn't changed: the simple, compelling purpose of abusiness. It was best expressed
by Harvard Business School professor Theodore
Levitt, who reminded us that the purpose of a
By Dick Orkin
business is to find and keep customers — to get
Itook an e-mail poll of Radio people:
customers on the air to continue doing business
1. Do you think it's okay to beat your wife?
with you instead of your competitor.
2. Do you think it's okay to kick small dogs?
So, there's the answer to my e-mail writer,
3. Do you think it's okay to take an advertiswho asks if making money is the purpose of a
er's money and give shoddy advertising in return?
business. No, it's not. You can make money for
No one agreed with the first two questions.
one or two flights with shoddy advertising; many
The answer to No. 3is what Iexpected: 75 perdo. And when clients catch on, they l
eave for ancent said it's not okay. In other words, 25 percent
other station or other media, so that's not avalid
(one of the 4who participated; Inever get heavy
definition of the purpose of abusiness.
participation in my polls) thought it was okay to
Perhaps you can come to grips with yorigtake advertisers' money and give shoddy adverinal challenge " for stopping the emerg. •; scam"
tising in return. His rationale: " It's their fault for by thinking about this question: "W'
susiness
giving us bum information."
am I?" Here's ahint from Peter Druc., the 91If we listen to the airwaves, this answer is
year-old legendary guru of business -1organiconsistent with the practice. I've said it before,
zational theory. He said you can't answ :It:. quesand I'll repeat: " If Radio fails to come to grips
tion until you have determined your . istomer's
with the clash between advertising that gets under
attitudes and perceptions.
the radar screen and the monthly quota issue,
If you can do that, look frr he beginning
Radio advertising may soon emerge as one of of abrand-new idea in atime r apid change:
the greatest scams ever foisted on American adredefining the business betwe , ni and your
vertisers." ("Getting under the radar screen" comes
customers. Understood and:1 'iecl correctly, it's
from the book of that title by Bond and Kirschenone of the most powerful tows i•.adio has to set
baum and means, in the case of Radio, that listhe first stage of aspotmaki,'
teners won't tune out aspot — they'll hear it.)
It's the old definition of .fur •: siness ("making
"You say 'come to grips with it,' Dick, but I money") that keeps you frcrn .: 7:;_ing advertising
don't know how," one general manager e-mailed.
that satisfies clients. Con..ult -oor customers, decide
"I spent five minutes thinking about it, and I'd
what business you are in, an0 he.. decide what your
like to hear your ideas," he said. Ireplied that he
potential prospect's busir-.
At the same time, I'll
might think about it for at least another five mindecide what business th. "
Radio Ranch is in.
utes. After five days, he responded: " Our exchange
Get ready to compare n è__ .:omething great is
was intellectually stimulating, but Ihave to get
about to happen. ie)
back to what Iwas hired to do: Make money for
the station. After all, that's the purpose of this Radio
NAB Hall of Famer Dick t.”Irin. re-foir.ler of
business or any business, isn't it?"
the Radio Ranch in Holly%
produce
He said his question was rhetorical and that
award-winning radio advertising campaigns. He
Ineedn't answer it. He had better things to do.
may be reached at 323-462-4966 or e-mail
Fair enough. Perhaps, he'll read my answer in this
dick@Radio-ranch.com
space, if he can find the time.
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Technology And

Tech Briefs
DG Systems Offers
New Audio Server
Digital technology innovator DG
Systems Inc. ( Nasdaq: DGIT) has
boosted its audio distribution service with the DG Media Manager - adedicated, on- site server for
agencies and broadcasters.
Delivering audio spots and
music directly to Radio stations,
DG Media Manager is an enhancement of the company's DG
Audi oTM distribution. DG Media

Engineering

Bonneville Buildout Merges
Four Stations With

Room To Spare
Bonneville Internatimal had aproblem in St. Louis, one ounmon to consolidation: melding several dissimilar steins into one
Tact Bonneville found abeautiful solution with the help of architectual firm TR,i and contractor Murray Company.
Bonneville's St. Louis Director of Engineering Marshall
Rice worked with TR,i lead architect Kristi Foster and
Murray project manager Mark Atkinson on a 25,000square-foot buildout of the second floor of abuilding at a
suburban retail-office complex. The five-month project,
contracted for S1,754,000, merged W11-FM (heritage
Country), WSSM-FM (Smooth Jazz), WVRV-FM (Modern
AC) and VVRTH-AM (Adult Standards) — and provided
space for afifth station.
The physical plan, with flexibility as a priority,
grouped major departments by function, not individual
station. This has worked out really well," says Rice. "[The

Manager does not need to rely on
user intervention or adedicated
phone line.
In addition, it provides Webbased, desktop access to audio
content, traffic and delivery status
information. Multiple users can
acce - tsimultaneously, even
from re, .` elocations.
"Witin 'le an hour after the
arrival f.
DG Media Manager,"
said Ric( „ Cohen, I.T. manager
at KM1M-F , " we were online and
autorn2lic y receiving spots.
Being sell ,• i•based, we can now
process set., from any workstation on the LAN ..
nd disconnect
two costly ISDN 'les at two facilities. Plus, our
uction staff is
thrilled with , he n ,Veb-based
user interface."

pass two levels of access in the daytime and four levels after
hours.
Rice said the project was done on time and under budget. Using aKlotz console and routing system meant aonethird reduction in wiring, "abig time-saver." The all-digital

stations] function as aunit, sharing resources and knowledge; and there is better coordination for remotes, fundraisers and promotions."
Anew element, as aresult of 9/11, was an emphasis

system indudes Moseley StarLink and an Optimod 8400 digital processor. "Preplanning is everything," says Rice. "Get

on security The receptionist is isolated behind bullet-resis-

For more informaton: Bonneville — 314-781-O0; Murray —314-576-0540. Photos

tant glass and walls. Employees — with photo IDs — must

by » ram E. Maths of Mathisiones Communicabons U_C, Chesterfield. MO

involved with your venders early in the game; and always
recheck vender daims. Do your homework."

Features inch.,..
•Access to t•ittir uild delivery
information via ;)':iunline;
•Large storage
than 10,000 spots;

more

•Rack mountabin
Hardware rcquir ,, .nent
•4 ( U) rack space
•High-speed Internet access
•Access to station LAP'
For more information, see online
at www.dgsysstems.com or call
headquarters in Irving, TX, at
972-581-2000.
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ADVERTISEMENT

WMTR: $ 1Million Plus and counting in nontraditional

revenue using telephone as marketing tool
Stations acquire 100s of new advertisers with FMW Radio Profits System

WMTR/WDHA Radio,
Morristown, NJ, has tallied
more than $ 1million in
nontraditional revenue using
Radio Profits, aturnkey
telemarketing program
tailor-made for radio
stations by First MediaWorks
of San Clemente, CA.

School Sports salutes and Public
Service Announcements for $ 99 to

Since 1995, the station has signed
hundreds of local businesses to
sponsorship packages using the
FMW Radio Profits System. "The
beauty of this program," says First
MediaWorks's Jess Haag, " is that it's
ave' ‘,i--)rt step from a
sponsorship to an advertiser, and
once small- and mid- sized
business. experience the benefits
of even trie smallest exposure, they
immr liteI want more."

Acomplete sales system

$199, and soon discovered that he
could turn those clients into
regular advertisers.
"One of my original sponsors now
spends over 6figures annually," he
reports. " Isell to every type of
business you can think of, from a
one-man barbershop to ColgatePalmolive and Toys " R"

The FMW Radio Profits System
delivers acomprehensive
telemarketing program that is
virtually pain- free, according to
Haag. It includes hiring assistance,

Rick Wasserman, WMTR, Morristown, NJ
There's even an online Community
Calendar and acoupon component
that participating businesses can
use to increase website traffic and
stimulate business.

training of telemarketing personnel,
customized campaigns and scripts,
contact management software, and
ongoing support from First
MediaWorks Sales Managers.

WMTR'!. Rick Wasserman is the
leading
11.1 ,-.er on the FMW Radio
Profits sale.;i
n, starting with a
single salr . sfirst dial back in
1995 ( a $ 199 sale to anursing
home — still aclient today).
Wasserman initially sold High

e

Call for more information

500+ ready-made campaigns
Ideas for events and themes abound,
with more than 520 campaigns
ready-made for selling sponsorships
for PSAs, as well as custom written
campaigns and scripts for local
fundraisers, civic events and more.

For details on how the FMW Radio
Profits System can add apowerful
and proven telemarketing
component to your marketing
program, contact Jess Haag at First
MediaWorks today.

Call Now (757) 596-5706
Or Email ihaag@firstmediaworks.com

Ask about the complete FMW product line...

NOW AVAILABLE...

Our Latest Product Upgrades!
Wireless Messaging
Music Testing

eListenerSulte TM IRevenueSuite" IPreseneSulte TM OSA3.O TM

Your Own AdServer
U fOnline Training Videos

24/7 Updating Tools

Promotion Wizard

Keyword Search

500+ readymade campaigns

Advertiser MicroSites
info@firstmediaworks.com

'My job is to close business. This makes money
for the station and puts cash in my pocket."

Call now, toll free, for ou
new 5-minute demo.
(877) 691-8888

fOnline Auctions

www.firstmediaworks.corn
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Any Station. Anywhere. Any Budget.
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